
 

 

RentWorks Version 4.1.f2 (HERTZ) 

Release Letter 
Note: Release 4.1+ requires Progress Version 11.3+ 

 

 
Program SAR Brief Description 

Hertz 10288 Change the label from Alternate Owner (Inv.FinanceLocation) to 
Owning Area in Fleet Maintenance 

Hertz 10303 Create the foreign contract check-in screen for Hertz.  

Hertz 10313 Apply Airport Access fee when customer arrived at the airport. 

Hertz 10172 Foreign vehicles: Check if VIN is in sold table. Re-use InvID - 
when Product/Unit is either found in InvTrx or Sold 

Hertz 10287 Add a Hertz due location lookup to the rental process. 

Hertz 10304 Contracts with direct bill deposits showing negative LAST-NET-
DUE in the DRB files. 

Hertz 10306 Create a Web Service to lookup Hertz locations from RentWorks 
clients. 

Hertz Various Many DRB improvements as requirements change on the fly. 

Hertz 10318 Hertz reservations call the Web Service to search and import 
foreign Hertz due locations from Hertz server 

Hertz 10333 When no records returned on City / State lookup, a blank record 
shows and message pop-up.  

Hertz 10336 The Hertz lookup process not narrowing the search when other 
search fields populated.  

Hertz 10346 Hertz prepaid reservations round the prepayment amount 
incorrectly. Weekend non tour contract charges complete rental 
with special rate. 

Hertz 10359 Ignore the tour company zip-code for tour contracts. Tour 
contract should check only the renter’s zip-code. 

Hertz 10386 Need to add insurance replacement rates in the CDP import 
process. 

Hertz 10400 Add delay to send Foreign Contract email to corporate similar to 
the way sending closed contracts delay works. This allows the 
licensee time to ensure fuel level is correct. 

Hertz 10401 Ensure Insurance Replacement RA number prefix are used if an 
insurance contract is detected. 

Hertz 10407 New Statement Reconciliation  

Hertz 10410 Change no-show processing for prepaid reservations. 

Hertz 10413 Add an edit check on contract validate, to enforce that renters 
state and country are not blank. 
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Hertz 10421 Provide a lookup of Insurance Replacement rates in the CDP 
lookup process. 

Hertz 10316 
(partial) 

Add additional Hertz functionality 

Level 2 
  

Counter 10376 Displaying a warning message when there is an open RO 
scheduled during the duration of the contract. 

PPGEN 10343 Enhance PPGEN to overlay existing PDP Group supplied PDF's 
with PPGEN form output. 

Level 3 
  

API 10360 Allow multiple chain codes to be used in RezPower rate search. 

Counter 10200 The boxes in the charge viewer are overlapping charge 
amounts. 

Counter 10264 The title for the lookup browser for fees and taxes shows "Misc. 
Charge Lookup". 

Counter 10324 Correct the counter rollover screen that is chopping off the RA 
number.  Add a CF to default the billing period to Rate 
Frequency. 

Counter 10381 Further enhancement for Airport Access fee automatically 
applied and check mandatory driver fields. 

Counter 10396 A "percentage discount" is being removed from a close/posted 
contract. 

Counter 10297/10296 Increase format of Company from 30 to 50 characters. 

Maintenance 10188 We allow for 9 digit Repair Order (R/O) numbers but only 
display 7 in Vehicle problems and other areas. 

Reports 10298 Element draft is failing when name contains Spanish (accented) 
characters.  Replace them with their English counterparts. 

Reports 10309 Reservation report sent to Excel does not contain the pickup 
location. 

Reservations 10307 A budget corporate reservation does not show in the Daily 
Planner. 

RezPro 9676 Change the descriptions in the Charge Summary of Regular and 
Local to Special and Regular for ALL reservation links 

RezPro 10198 Add additional tags for insurance company and policy number 
to the VIP rezlink 

RezPro 10268 Process Avis/Budget reservation sent as emails to 'foreign' 
licensees.  

RezPro 10316 CF A1091 Reservation prepay report date, CF V1005 - phone 
number format, CF K1009 - Stale reservation reused 

RezPro 10371 Add CF A1091 option to set no-show amount to daily rate. 

http://www.barsnet.com/
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RezPro 10392 When a Silver bullet change to an honored reservation is 
transmitted, the contract charge values are incorrect. 

RezPro 10393 Rez-Link cancelations with no-show amounts 

RezPro 10395 The res processors DOB returns future dates. 
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